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C. F. Engel
Chosen ToFj
Fifth Festival

PRINCETON

Fete To Include'
Features:
tion ()I' CI
Urged For
Dr. C. F.
•-•
known Princeton
has been elected to

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, June 5, 1941

bacco Festival
Presentation of the
fete here August
Board of directors, Caldwell county
elected T. J. Senetar‘
of the Capitol Thee*
year's Festival leader
dent, and Dr. F. T.
tary-treasurer.
Dr. Engelhardt leo
plans for the annual
which originated here a
going forward at a
' Neighboring towns,
Hon, Dawson Springs
vine, Hopkinsville,
ducah and others, have
vited to select queens
entries for the festival e
two months.
The Festival willind
tically the same festuns
the last 5 years, Dr.
said, but the time has
ened from five days
Celebration begins 7n
ends Saturday night
tractions are street
rades, athletic events,
displays, livestock
great number of '
An outside show by
actors will be offered
during the Festival,
hardt said.
A board of advisors
formed from local and
ing businessmen, u
civic leaders to aid is
ment of the festival's
said.
Americans spend
$600,000,000 a year for
ing.
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'Iron Horse' Reaches End Of Line

ed To Prison
Docket UnLight For
ssion

County Schools' Sewer Line For
Eighth Graders Cumberland Plant
Awarded Diplomas To Be Built Soon
72 Graduated At Commencement E x e rcises Held At Courthouse Saturday

No. 47
Rev. NV. L. Baker
Honored At Union

Project Will Cost City
Between $600 And
$1,000; Removes
Health Menace

Good Rainfall Is
Boon To Farmers
After Long Drought
Tobacco Setting Is
Pushed, Pastures
Greatly Improved In
County

of Circuit Court
Monday with CirF. S. Bailey presid-

Commencement exercises for
Rain, which began falling in
Construction of a sewer line
members of eighth grade classes serving the Cumberland
Caldwell county early Monday
Manuof all Caldwell county elementary
and continuing at in ter vale
facturing Company plant will beschools were held Saturday mornthrough Tuesday, broke the most
ket was unusually
gin
in
the
next few days, Acting'
ing in the auditorium of the Caldsevere drought ever recorded
of the week and
well county courthouse with L. C. Mayor J. H. Watson said Tueshere at this season of the year
number of cases are
Litchfield, Farmersville H igh day. The line will be built by
and gave relief to farmers who
the remainder of
School teacher, delivering the ad- the city at a cost of between $600
had scanned the skies anxiously
dress. Diplomas were presented and $1,000 and will be approxi. Leona Trader, cirthe last several weeks for sigma
mately
800
feet
long.
by
County
graduates
to
the
72
of rainfall.
d today.
Until a few weeks ago the sewThe Rev. W. Leroy Baker, pasSc ho o I Superintendent E. F.
The West Kentucky Sub - Exctivity consisted of
er project was planned for the tor of the Ogden Memorial Meth- periment Station reported slightBlackburn, who presided.
rts and usual rouProgram consisted of a vocal entire area surrounding the Cum- odist Church, has been awarded ly more than one inch of rainfall
d the sentencing of
solo by Miss Evelyn Perkins, a berland plant but was revised an honorary Doctor of Divinity Monday and Tuesday and County
cornet solo by Miss Nell Perkins when several residents of the sec- degree at Union College, Bar- Agent J. F. Graham said WedWalter Howton and
and a vocal solo, by Meredith tion opposed assessments which boursville, it was announced Wed- nesday the fall, though not adepleaded guilty to a
"Buddy" Brown. The Rev. D. D. would have come along with es- nesday. The Rev. Mr. Baker did quate for complete relief, had
ing and were fined
Dugan pronounced invocation and tablishment of a WPA project. not attend school at Union but come at the right time and in a
No WPA aid was obtained and was honored for outstanding ad- manner proving most valuable to
benediction.
is h o p Foreman,
Approximately 800 persons at- the city will bear expense of con- ministrative achievement in his growing crops.
malicious cutting
struction alone, Mr. Watson said. field. He was chosen here this
tended.
The county agent said shortage
kill, pleaded guilty
Labor will be furnished by city year by the Kiwanis Club as out- of stock water reported last week
The graduating class included
enced to 2 years in
Ray Dixon Adams, Retta May employes already in service and standing citizen in the commu- had been partly alleviated and
• Ballard, charged
Alexander, Dorothy Asher, Mal- several extra helpers, it was nity, receiving the 1940 Kiwanis hay shortage had been averted by
ly receiving stolen
colm Asher, Lillian Asher, Lois stated.
Citizenship cup.
the timely rainfall.
Lou Gehrig (above), the "Iron Horse" of baseball who played
dismissed.
Sewage disposal at the facMarie Ausenbaugh, Rufus Beard
Farmers all over the county
day's session, Guy 14 years for the New York Yankees, died after two years illness of
Raymond Blanc, Lana Rose Boit tory, where several hundred
were busy between showers and
as fined $100 and a rare disease. This picture was taken after his appointment as a
nott, Clifton Brown, Inez Burch- workers are employed, has long
immediately after the first rain
leading guilty to a member of the New York City parole commission a year ago.
ett, J. L. Cartwright, Juanita been a serious problem for Princesetting tobacco, delayed by dryunken driving and
Cash, Lester Cash, Junior Cole- ton and the department of health,
ness of fields the last few weeks.
Id, colored was senman, R. B. Cook, Evelyn Craw- officials said, and construction of
Mr. Graham said if an average
years in prison for
the
line
will
relieve
a
long-existford, William Cummins, Kenneth
amount of rain followed during
ent
sting with intent to
health
menace.
Waste disDarnell, Dixie May Dillingham,
the next two months, crop prosand jury returned
G. W. Francis, George Glass, Nor- posal for residences in the area
pect for the county appeared exhas
never
ems.
been
an acute problem,
val Gray, Earl Martigan, James
The Leader is NOT a Front
ceptionally bright.
they
said, and building of the one
as follows; Grand:
He said ponds were replenished
Page newspaper .
. Local" Hogan, Christine Horning, Lila
E. R. Blackburn,
Mae Hunsaker, Paul Jacobs, Sam line will greatly improve the sitsufficiently to provide stock wacounty, state, national and inn, Rudolph Morris,
•
-Registration books were closed ter for several weeks and that
ternational news appers thrs1-1 Jones, Harold Kemp, EdWassi tia4.41d, Young Gredsto voters at County Court Clerk pastures which were becoming
out the Leader plus the world's! Marlowe, Ruth Willodean McOates, Willie Wyatt,
Philip Stevens' office Tuesday short and inadequate last week
best news pictures and features Gregor, Leo Menset, Billy MerSam G. Cash, Texil
rick, Herbert Morse, Hallie Oden,
night at 12 o'clock until 10 days are rapidly greening.
by the staff of the Associated
Flag Day will be observed here
Leslie Eison. Petit:
William Oliver, Agnes Peterson,
after the August 2 primary.
3 Press, premier news gathering
'Earl Wood, J. W. Saturday, June 14, with a special 1 agency. Read
In Princeton Precinct No. 12,
the Leader thru, Ruth Pierce, James Porter, Miler Hobby, Henry program of patriotic songs, speakdred Prince, Marlon Ray, Robbie
the new precinct formed by dividevery week, and get the bene•n Givens, Lonnie ings and a parade led by the ButReddick,
Billy
Robinson,
William
ing Princeton Precinct No. 7, a
fit of the extraordinary coveren Ortt, Lawrence ler High School.
Rowland, Martha Satterfield, Patotal of 282 voters was registered,
age it gives you. If you have
tricia Ann Sherwood, Willie SigMayor Lisman issued a pro- suggestions for
Yandell, Lester B.
to become eligible to participate
I's
the Leader's
that
the
effect
today
to
clamation
ler,
W.
G.
Smith, Kenneth Stalitchell, L. W. Bedin the August primary.
improvement, we will welcome
lins, Wilma Stallins, Lester Thomter Majors, Walter week of June 8-14 will be obApproximately 1,200 voters,
them gratefully.
,
keeping
as, Dorothy Tounzen, Glenwood
. Gresham, Charlie served as Flag Week, in
including transfers and new vot1.111•110.lllll NITIOW1.111111101YINIM100.11111,1001lllll1.11:
Tosh, Leroy Traylor, Thelma
les Adams, Thomas with a Nation-wide celebration.
Approximately 1,500 lambs will ers, have registered since the
Trotter, Donald Ward, Vernon
erschel Drennan, A. Churches will observe the day
books opened 10 days after the
be
entered in Princeton's first
Watts, Sylvan Watson, Luther
e Cantrell, Jackson next Sunday.
general election last year, Mr.
annual
open
Lamb
Show
and
Sale
Webster, Charles Williams, MarJ. M. Seeley.
The Mayor's proclamation folMiss Loretta Ashley, Caldwell
Stevens said.
tha Williams, Boyce Williams, which will be held here Tuesday,
lows:
Recapitulation of total regis_ county strawberry queen, and
June
10,
County
Agent J. F. GraMayme Francis, Earnest Wyatt,
To the Citizens
tered voting strength of the two Butler High School's 68-piece
Princeton civic clubs sent let- James Young, Louise Young and ham said Monday. The entry list
of Princeton, Greetings:
major political parties had not band, are representing Princeton
is
much larger than was previWHEREAS, in these days of ters to Gov. Keen Johnson this Louise Sigler.
been done as the Leader went to in Paducah's biggest event of the
ously expected, he said, and
world-wide turmoil, with subver- week incident to confusion which
press but the usual Democratic year, the sixth annual Western
lambs from Caldwell, Lyon, Livn of a building, re- sive forces and influences striv- has arisen in all lines of business
Kentucky Strawberry Festival,
majority seemed indicated.
ingston, Crittenden, Trigg, Hopone damaged last ing to discredit and destroy the due to difference in time in vathis week-end.
kins and Muhlenberg counties
on Market street, ideals and institutions symbolized rious parts of Kentucky. The letThe band will compete with
counties will be in the show.
n, request for a by our Country's Flag, all loyal ters requested the Governor, if
aggregations from various high
The
Sale
and
Show
will
be
held
t by M. L. Orange Americans should answer this possible, to make one time schedShellie Board, son of Andy
schools in western Kentucky in
damaged property, challenge by displaying and pay- ule standard throughout the state. Board, who enrolled in the Prince- at the Princeton Livestock Coma street parade Saturday.
pany's
yards
and
was
originally
reports
Last
published
were
to
Dr. G. Baker Hubbard, son of
onday night's meet- ing tribute to that Flag as the
ton CC Camp here several weeks,
Miss Ashley went to Paducah
council. The build- emblem of our rights and liber- the effect that 21 Kentucky coun- ago is now stationed in Utah, near! scheduled for Monday but due to Mr. and Mrs. Allan Hubbard, who this morning and will remain
a much larger list than was ex- has been serving on the staff at through
ties had adopted Daylight Saving
f brick, constructed ties; and,
Saturday. She is a guest
Green River, about 200 miles
pected by the organizers, was the Nashville General Hospital, is of the Paducah
foundation as the
Sun-Democrat at
WHEREAS, With this end in Time.
from Salt Lake City. In a letter
postponed
until
Tuesday.
Mon-,
now with the United States Army. the Irvin Cobb Hotel.
ure, it was stated, view, the period of June 8 to 14
to Mrs. Katty Mae MeBride last
day is regular stock sales day He is surgeon at Camp Forest,
She was one of 17 queens sehas been designated as Flag Week
week, Board said he Pgpected to
here.
Tulohoma, Tenn., with first lieu- lected to represent their counties
by The United States Flag Assostay in Utah for about a year and
The show is being sponsored tenant's tank.
at the Paducah celebration and
ciation, during which time patrithenreturn to the East. He exby Princeton civic organizations
will compete with the other 18
otic exercises and other appropriOdie Pyle, Ilsley, died at the pressed appreciation to Mrs. Mc- including Commercial Club, Kitoday for title of Festival Queen
National Farm Loan
ate functions are to be held in
bride for the western trip, stating
Hospital
Princeton
early
Wedneswanis Club, Rotary Club, Prince- Offic
t the local
and a $50 cash award.
Are Moved
CPT towns and cities, throughout all
valuable educaday morning following a heart at- he was deriving
ton Livestock Company and the
have shown proper the
Butler's band is under direction
-Land,
his
from
tional
benefits
camp
life.
Tuesday
night. Pyle had
tack
Caldwell County Farm Bureau,
have a required
ffices of the National Farm of A. G. Butler N,ho has charge
NOW, THEREFORE, as Mayor
been with a fishing party Tuesin cooperatoin with the County Loan Association of Caldwell and of the aggregation
urs in the air will
until Kendall
of Princeton, I do proclaim June
day and was stricken 'while fish- Club To Hold Contest
Extension Department.
of this week on 8 to
Lyon, Crittenden, Livingston and Bryant returns this fall.
14 as FLAG WEEK and diBritain"
"Bundles
For
For
flights, Instructor rect that during this period the ing near Eddyville. He is surTrigg counties have been moved t
vived by his father and several
e said
from over the Ben Franklin store, I Miss Margaret June Childress,
Wednesday. Flag of the United States be digThe Merry Maids' Club here is
brothers and sisters, all of Ilsley.
Will be chosen,
Main street, to the upstairs offices daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Byron
he played on all municipal buildings
making plans to hold a "Hobby.
hts will be made
formerly occupied by the Woodall Childress, has returned from
and vehicles. Furthermore, I do
Lobby" contest in the building
Insurance Agency, over the Cald- Bowling Green Business Univervansville and back invite the people of Princeton to
adjoining Joiner Hardware store
Carlisle Orange Post, American
0, Mr, Moore will display the Stars and Stripes at
June 19, 20 and 21. The contest Legion, will meet at 7:30 o'clock well County Tidies. J. T. Alex- sity, where she has been a Btuudents• on one trip their homes, places of business
dent the last year.
will include entries of personal tonight, June 5, at the courthouse ander is district manager,
complete one jour- and other suitable locations as
Mayor L. C. Lisman was re- hobbies such as collections of
in regular monthly session. This
ported today as improving rapid- pictures, stamps, etc. Cash prizes'
(Please turn to Page 8)
is the occasion of the post's anly at the Princeton Hospital will be awarded, the club presi—
nual election of officers, Adjutant
.."..........mmammommemeenommennswolomsoinowomotownwroomuammon.
where he underwent a major op- dent said today, and proceeds
Kirby Thomas announces and a
eration last week. J. H. Watson from small fees charged specta-1
full attendance of members is
is acting as mayor during Mr. tors to see the collection will urged.
As I have previously announced make no promises that I cannot
Lisman's illness. He is expected go to the local "Bundles For
in another county paper, I take fulfill. 1 endeavor to live up to
dismissed from the hospital Britain" fund.
to
be
ton stores gave
this method to bring before the the teaching of Masonry, to treat
I. C. Railroad To Give
employes a holiday Decoration Day
the last of this week.
voters of the county that I am all men right (no discrimination
7 4-H'ers Trips To Chicago
ore than
evened the business score Saturday when
Princeton Student
still a candidate for county judge against any form of politics,
busy buyers made cash registers ring up pew recWins Honors At U. K.
The Illinois Central Railroad subject to action of the Democra- churches or creed). Just look
rine concerns,
while others hit highs for this year.
Company will again present seven tic Primary, Aug. 1.
ever my record as magistrate and
ain street shoe
store reported "the biggest day's
John William Crowe, Princeton, trips to the National 4-H ConI have lived in this cdunty see if you don't think I will make
our history."
of
AgriculTwo other leading establishments
College
gress at Chicago to 4-H Club practically all my life and have you a good county judge.
The Rev. Charles P. Brooks, junior in the
"the best day
we've had this year," another "best
former pastor of the First Chris- ture at the University of Ken- members in Caldwell county, As- been a member of the Fiscal . I intend to make a cativaus.of
the Friday
James
before Easter," and so on.
William sistant County Agent Wilson Court for 12 years, serving Magis- the county and see every voter
tian Church at Bardwell, has as- tucky, and son of
week, following
good rains which made tobacco
sumed pastorate of the Christian Crowe, has been elected sergeant- Routt, said Tuesday. Winners will terial District NO. 4. I hive al- perttonilly, but if I fail to see you,
Is' chief
occupation of most farmers who still prochurch here and Christian church- at-arms of the University Dairy be selected on the basks 'of quality ways been a supporter of the please. consider this a personal
cash crop, a spirit of general business optimism
es in Caldwell couniv. He suc- Mb. Mr. Crowe is also a mem- and quantity of club work donei Democratic party.
appeal for your vote and influall over
Princeton, reflected in today's columns of
ceeds the Rev. Grady Spiegel ber of Alpha Zeta, honorary agri- during a given time. Members
I believe in doing everything ence. Please go to the polls Aug.
r, which carry
the best volume of advertising this
who resigned several weeks ago culture fraternity, and Block and must be 15 years old or older tril possible for the benefit of the 2 and vote for . . .
Paper has had since
before Easter.
to accept pastorship of an Athens, Bridle, honorary animal husband- receive the trips which consist of county in a conservative manner,
Herman P. Whitel
transportation only.
ry fraternity on the campus.
Ala., church.
I try to be a man of my word and
For County Judge.

City To CeIebrate
Flag Day, June 14

Registration Ends
Until After Primary

Look Beyond
The Front Page

Approximately 1,200
Transfers, New Voters Made Eligible

Parade, Public Speaking .To Mark Patriotic Event Here

Large Field Enters
First Lamb Show

Caldwell's Queen
Band Go To Paducah

1,500 Entries Are Expected for Tuesday's
Event Here

NV i 11 Participate In
Strawberry Festival
Parade Today

Uniform Time For
State Requested In
Letters To Governor

nge Building
nstructed

Shellie Board Is
Stationed In Utah

nts To Make
untry Flight

Dr. Hubbard Joins
Army Hospital Staff

Ilsley Man Dies
Here Of Heart Attack

Legion To Elect
Officers Tonight

Mayor L. C. Lisman
Reported Recovering

Herman P. White Solicits
Support For County Judge

day Was Big Business
or Princeton Stores

Rev. C. P. Brooks Is
Christian Pastor

, • ase-se
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THE PRINCETON

LEADER
TUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY AFTERNOON
GRACEAN M. PEDLEY
Editor and Publisher
Mitered as second class matter at Princeton, Ky.,
under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
dispatches credited to it, or not otherwise credited
to this paper and also the local news published
herein.
ADVERTISING RATES:
Card of Thanks, $1.00.
Reading notices, 2c a word; minimum charge, 50c.
Obituaries and Resolutions of Respect, 2c a word.
Foreign advertising rate, 40c; Local advertising
rates

furnished os request.

Member: National Editorial Association
Member: West Kentucky Press Association

THE NATIONAL EMERGENCY
HAS BENEFICAL ASPECTS
In the Leader's issue for February 6, the
leading editorial was entitled: We're in the
War Business Now . .. If anybody doubted
that then, all questions were answered last
Tuesday night when the President set in all
Uncle Sam's chips, for the duration, to save
the world from Hitler; but more especially
to defend liberty and democracy in the western hemisphere.
This will be a much more expensive war
for most of us that was the last; also, ways
have been devised to prevent war profits,
and the bills must be paid.
We may not suffer so greatly in lives
lost; but the financial burden of this conflict
already is far greater than was that of the
World War No. 1, in our first year of it, and
will increase as we get closer to actual conflict and the country goes into high gear for
defense and preparedness.
Few persons ... and no real Americans,
will grudge the price; for liberty is at stake.
And, while none of us but resents necessity which forces us to forget business-asusual, life-as-we-want-it and give over in
thought, word and deed to aiding the nation's defense effort, there is a side of this
picture which has an attractive look.
For in this "extreme national emergency," citizens of the U.S.A. will come to
a new realization of their blessings under the
Stars and Stripes. Young persons who latterly have seemed to feel their rights and
privileges were God-given and inviolate—for
some strange reason connected with their
being nephews and nieces of Uncle Sam, win,
perhaps painfully and shockingly but none
the less surely, wake up to the stern fact that
liberty, the right to worship according to the
dictates of our consciences, freedom of speech
and of thought ... and a lot of other PRIVILEGES under a democratic form of government are NOT inviolate rights but must be
fought for if they are to be retained. As
their fathers, grandfathers and great-grandfathers learned before them.
And this will be a vastly beneficial lesson for the nation, will tend to strengthen
and solidify our people at a time when we
were getting alarmingly soft with easy living
in our "democratic way," won a long time ago
by our valiant forebears but allowed to become the "easiest way" in many places and
in many minds because of foreign isms which
have infiltrated dangerously.
"Eternal vigilance is the price of freedom," and in addition to eternal vigilance,
the will, even the fervent desire to preserve
democratic civilization, with its hard won
privileges, becomes impefative as national

•
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FOR FISHERMEN
The Kentucky Division of Game and
Fish issues the following "do's and don'ts"

manship and protection of fish life:
1. Do wet your hands carefully—Sefore
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"DO'S AND DON'TS"

TELEPHONE NUMBER 50

T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

, June'

Christianity.

for fishermen to follow during the present
fishing season for the betterment of sports-

'MEMBER

German Parachutists Over Crete

purpose at a time when mad lust for power
runs rampant, and as yet unchecked, over a
large part of the world.
We hope our soldiers, sailors, airmen and
marines will not actually be forced to fight
in this war; that by some miracle now hidden
from mortal eyes the world can be saved
without our joining the issue in horrible and
mortal combat.with Hitler's hordes; but, in
event this cup also must be drained to its
bitter dregs, the United States has taken the
only honorable stand possible for preservation of itfl system of government and the
people will go forward, with high morale and
unquenchable spirit, to victory and a still
greater future under democracy, liberty and

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
$1.00 a year
Resident of Caldwell County
$1.50 a year
Outside of County
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handling undersized fish that are to be returned to the water. A dry hand will remove
a protective covering of lubricant, making
the fish susceptible to attacks by bacteria.
2. Do handle undersized fish gently and
return them to the water carefully, so they
will survive uninjured and provide better
sport and more food for some other angler—
even if it isn't you.
3. Do use barbless hooks whenever you
can. Such hooks provide better sport and
make it possible to return undersized fish to
the water with their mouths uninjured.
4. Do observe creel (bag) and size limits.
5. Do watch your footing while wading.
Even the best swimmers are sometimes at a
loss when hampered by heavy boots and
clothing in swift streams.
6. Do study fishing streams and urge
Improvements.
7. Do take a militant part in and join the
fight against the pollution of the streams.
8. Do cooperate with your local game
and fish club and the State Division of Game
and Fish in every way possible to the end
that game and fish conditions will be improved.
9. Don't venture into the woods without
a first aid kit and a knowledge of first aid
in the outdoors.
10. Don't be careless with fires or cigarettes. More than 90 percent of all forest
fires in the United States are man-caused
and, therefore, preventable.
•
ABOUT "DRESS REHEARSALS"
The war in Crete was described as a
"dress rehearsal" for the possible invasion
of England. Other commentators say that
England might learn more from the attack
than the Nazi invaders could learn from the
defense. Another thing is that England, expecting attack for months, "is literally a
fortress," to quote the New York Times. If,
however, Crete is a dress rehearsal for England for what would an invasion of England
be a dress rehearsal? (Lexington Herald)
•
Dance and you pay the piper; pipe and
you yap the plumber.
•
Many a war hero would shrink from acting as judge at a baby show.
•
A statute of Christopher Columbus nearly 100 feet high stands at Palos, the Spanish
port from which he set sail for America.
•
An educator suggests that inasmuch as
it is impossible for anyone to be informed
about everything, we should deliberately
choose the subjects concerning which we are
content to remain in ignorance. For most of
us these would make a lengthy list.
•
A Washington correspondent says Senators are not as talkative as many suppose;
that 25 never speak on the floor, another 25
seldom talk, and 30 make speeches only occasionally. The remaining 16 do most of the
talking which gives the Senate its reputation
for superfluous wind-jamming.

k careful

dog's brothe

German parachutists floated groundward during dropping of manpower over Crete
as two planes unloosed additional parachutes above. Released in Berlin, this picture was
sent by radio to New York. Berlin claimed the conquest of Crete was virtually corn.
(Associated Press Telemat)
pleted.

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
The Leader's report, carried last
week, that Gus Kortrecht has a
Mrs. is greatly exaggerated, Gus
says . . . Bill, while pretty useful
around here, is gonna get us into
trouble yet!
•
Preacher Cothran's boys have
taken the lead in Princeton in the
matter of bomb shelters, report
reaching Pennyriler that Johnnie
Albert and Rollie have constructed
themselves a subterranean retreat
between the Baptist parsonage and
the church . . . than which there
should be no safer place, the Lord
being on our side!
•
Summer is here, sure sign of
which being pop stands around
town enthusiastically operated by
young Princetonians beginning
early to strive for self sufficiency
via earning money.
... Out our way
Jackie was best customer first
week of the Taylor-Linton-Pickering soft dring stand's operation,
his pal, Dec Barnes, having said the
cold( ?) bottled goods should be
O.K. for measles.
•
Oh for the digestive apparatus
of an ostrich . . . or Sweet Young
Things I saw eating those large
and luscious fruit-ice-cream-chocolate and more fruit-with-nuts-ontop concoctions at the busy Princess Shoppe Saturn.:,! Pennyriler
asked genial proprietor, B. T.
Daum, how he managed to get such
nice, attractive girls to work there
. .. His answer was to buy me a
double coke.
•
A spinster is a bachelor's wife,
according to an examination paper
of the current crop; the alimentary
canal is somewhere in northern Indiana, and the plural or ox is oxygen. (AP clipping contributed by
SRS).
•
City Attorney S. D. Hodge deserves hearty commendation of
good citizens for his courageous
stand in the matter of carnivals,
taken before last week's meeting
of the City council . .. Carnivals
are not helpful to the peace and
dignity of any civilized community,
should be barred from Princeton
by a prohibitive license fee, for
betterment of our youth especially.
•
For the Council to decide last
week not to cooperate with Dr. C. P.
Engelhardt and the other boosting
citizens who are giving of their
time and talents to the Festival
without stint ... on President Engelhardt's plea that carnivals not
be granted license to show here the
last half of August, just prior to
the Festival, was evidence of plain
fear of the consequence of a little
courageous action.
•
What members of the Council
sorely need to realize is that they
would make more friends by being
progressive once in a while. In-

By

G. M. P.

stead of negative all the time .. .
Even if they erred they would
make some friends; whereas, by
doing nothing, they please nobody.
•
Most folks Pennyriler has heard
discussing the matter are pleased
with decision to shorten this year's
Tobacco Festival to three days,
from five, as formerly ... One lady
told me she would help me put on
a County Fair, if I was still ambitious . .. But the Festival is on
now, Pennyriler is converted (at
least temporarily) and is already
in there pitching for Dec Engelhardt and all his co-workers to
make this year's Festival a huge
success.
•
David, about to have a belated
breakfast under a backyard mulberry tree with little Nancy Taylor, was told by the dainty miss to
go home and wash his hands first
. . . Thus early does the feminine
touch begin refining the horrible
male!
•
Wish I could figure out Jackie's
fatal charm for the fair sex . . .
Down with measles, his ever-loving
Evelyn came to sit with him the
very first day; and Bet Linton,
who hasn't had measles herself,
must be forcibly restrained from
the sickroom .. . Jackie wants me
to get up a trade with Doc Linton,
Larry for Bet; but for obvious reasons this is out.
•
Larry's new birthday bicycle reminds me of Roy Koltinsky's automobiles a few years back ... It
has all the gadgets on it enterprising equipment fellers can think up,
including shiny rear-view mirror
... which no self-respecting boy
would have tolerated when I was
young.
•
Shell Smith sez I dealt too generously with Friend Henry Sevison
... that a chapter should be written here about those two over-fat
steers Henry hought ... Well, the
steers, now called Frankie and
Johnnie, are still in the Sevison
pasture; but Henry is not too attached to them ,if he gets a good
offer.
•
Merle Drain, self-confessed ardent golfer, got his first
chance to
play the ancient and
honorable
game last Thursday, at
Greenville,
where he went for a Kiwanis
intercity meeting ... Merle has a
dozen
new golf balls sad sundry
other
equipment but, like other spossessed of the desire, suffers
from
press of business .. . As
predicted
here some time back, this
gent is
making Princeton a most
desirable
citizen.
•
If you're driving south on
Jefferson street and see a red glare
in
County Attorney George Eldred's
office. don't turn in a fire
alarm:
it's only a reflection from a
big
neon sign across the way.
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Letter to the Ed

CHAMBER OF CO.
STANFORD, KY.
May22,
Editor
Pedley,
Mr. G. M.
The Leader
Princeton, Kentucky
Dear Mr. Pedley:
i am enclosing you
rate cover copy of the
Journal, Stanford, Ken
thought you would be in
an article that I have
this paper.
I am getting The
larly, and want to congra
upon the improvement
made in this paper. 4
doubt it is now one of It
outstanding weeklies.
With best personal
Very truly yo
Wm. A. M
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The Woodchuc
"Heigh-ho! The clovers
wine-red;
The breezes soft with
I've left the dusk of 1
To live in the light still
The brook has purled tos
song
And flowed to'the rim of
It, too, has slept and
long;
It, too, is awake and free.
"A curl of smoke on the
top
In the early hours of the
A lone, lone road where
hills drop
To the distance far awal!
I call my brood from t
den
Where the hours of night
I trail them through the
glen
Whose boughs with
bent!"
—Leslie Clare
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Street
Foga

Beats Budge

Soldier Can Shoot Whole Week's Pay
And Still Not Make Very Loud Noise

By Jack Stinnett
Washington—Trying to find an!
n- reflects
Lovg
"average trainee" visiting Waship very odd sitweek Conway Lacy ington on week-end leave seems
pup like trying to find a common deJoe, a hound
everybodY was nominator for the Eskimos, Hot-

Knows The Pig Personally

+ These +
Women
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Lima, 0. (1P)—Following is •
week's luncheon program for J.

Helps For
Housewives

V. Skoates, secretary of the Lima
Association of Commerce:
Sunday at home, ham; Monday,
Advertising Club, ham; Tuesday,
Here is a way to shape a spinhome, ham left from Sunday;
The sport of kings has admitted Wednesday, Lion's Club,
are
ham; ach or rice ring, when you
some queens. Today you can Thursday, 4-H club, ham; Friday, short on time: Press hot seasoned
scarcely go to Belmont Park, or guest of friends, ham. Saturday, food into a buttered ring mold.
any other big track, without see- beef steak. Ali-h-h.
Cover the mold with a lid and
ing the silks of women owners
let stand 5 minutes in a pan of
racing
career.
Her Cavalcade won water over low heat. Unmold
flash under the wire, scarcely
refer to racing annals without the Derby in 1934 and her High onto a heated platter.
DT ADELAIDE KIER
(AP Ifl5*uva Service)

The literary
Guidepost

By John Selby
tentots and Boston Back Bay society. I never tried the latter, but
I did try for an "average trainee." "THE TRANSPORTED HEADS,"
I'm going to state three genby Thos. Mann;(Knopf: $2)
hearing of victories feminine own- Quest the Preakness the same
eralities as a result of my survey, It must be a burden of aorta to
ers have won. In the last decade year. Their victories did much to Since the flesh of avocados will
and for anybody who might raise Thomas Mann that no matter
women have copped famous cups, account for her high winnings darken when peeled, it Is best to
the question, I admit that it hard- what he writes, a certain section
hung up records and even have that year—by far the best she has peel only that part which will be
ly can be called "scientific sam- of his audience will read prohad. Mrs. Sloane, a vigorous, needed for one meal. Wrap the
led the money winners.
pling." After all, it's a one-man fundity into it. It
will be so with
Mrs. Anthony Pelleteri of New blue-eyed woman, breeds some of rest in waxed paper and store in
staff that turns out this column "The Transported Heads," which
Orleans added to their turf glories her own stock but buys a lot at refrigerator. Darkened portions
and even if I worked three eight- is a parable from which one may
this spring this spring when her Saratoga sales and has had the on the cut side, can be easily
doghour
shifts
a
day
for
Conway's
a
dozen extract all sorts of odd meanings.
t to
colt Bay View won the $100,000 courage 'to gamble on horses scraped off.
of
week-ends
I
count
could
hardly
make But the story is more pleasant if
k careful
Santa Anita Handicap, America's which other turf leaders let alone.
and
an
appreciable
inroad on inter- read for itself—then it becomes a
• • •
dog's brothers
richest horserace. Colts owned by
Leftover ham and peanut*
the search revealed viewing the thousands of lads in pretty evening's amusement.
Mrs. Ethel V. Mars, owner of make a grand sandwich filling.
three other women have won the
the little runaway khaki who pour into this town
Still, the note of profundity has John Faunce (above), 26, vir- Derby in the last decade. One of the Milky Way Stables, turned to Put the meat through a food
other just sat calm- from nearby training camps.
been struck on the jacket: "But tually unknown Hollywood free- them — Mrs. Pa yne Whitney's racing seriously after the death chopper, season with chopped celThe generalities:
no interest in
the outlines of the story, and the lance professional tennis player, Twenty Grand — held the Derby of her husband in 1933. (They ery, onions and sweet pickles, add
. And just stray- (1) Visiting draftees like to do depths of meaning with which upset J. Donald Budge, the Cali- record for ten years, until this had formerly maintained a big a little peanut butter (or ground
her family occa- just about the same things other Dr. Mann has freighted it—these fornia net star, 6-4, 6-1, 6-3, to spring, when Whirlaway clipped stable of show horses.) Mrs. Mars roasted peanuts) and moisten
g to a nearby field sightseers and weekend vacation- the reader must discover for him- eliminate him from the National two-fifth of a second from his led the money winners in 1936 with mayonnaise.
after a few hours ists do.
self." And a little later the book
time. Mrs. Isabel Dodge Sloane with more than $200,000 in stakes
(2) They do not go in for a lot is called a "small masterpiece." Professional Championship tour- made some feminine racing his- and purses, had a run of bad luck Chopped pimiento-stuffed olives
of shocking devilment. Even if It is actually an anecdote, and nament in Chicago. The match tory in 1934 by topping American and then won the Derby with and broken pecans — equal porwas played on the day after
Thursday, when Sa- they feel like that, it costs too a diverting one. It is the story of Budge's marriage to a Stanford money winners on the track with Gallahadion last spring. Sad part tions — moistened with mayonup
much
money.
t given his pup
two young men of ancient India, University co-ed. (AP Telemat) a take of more than a quarter of of that story is that, because of naise or salad dressing until
kids located him (3) An amazingly few of them dear friends and different one
a million dollars. She was the illness, Mrs. Mars wasn't present. "spreadable" make a grand fillly in a well pre- have dates. The reasons are that from the other. Nanda is a beau- Shridarnan wins the maiden Sita, first woman to top the take since She is said to be the biggest bid- ing for rye or whole wheat sandy open field not they can't afford it, don't know tiful physical specimen; Shrida- but is not satisfactory to her in Queen Anne of England copped der at Saratoga's yearling sales.
wiches.
• • •
way's house . . . any girls, or have sweethearts rnan is rather an intellectual type. all departments. So it comes the first purse of her sex—$50—
Horsemen say that the best Hot lemons yield about twice as
by his mother who back home and just simply aren't These go on a journey, and on about that Shridaman beheads in 1714.
• • •
judge of horseflesh among wo- much juice as cold ones. Heat
at complete separa- interested.
the way see the handsome maiden himself in the cavern of some
en him from Salem's I might add that the "average Sita bathing quite undraped. goddess or other, that Nanda Foremost among the women men who race them is Mrs. F. them in a double boiler or slow
den him there . . . trainee" has about five bucks to
finds him and likewise beheads who are racing at Belmont today Ambrose, wife of a rich sports- oven until hot to the touch, cut
on the mysterious spend for a weekend jaunt which, of his more affluent buddies.
himself, that the goddess ar- is Mrs. Payne Whitney, owner of man, who also maintains a sta- quickly and squeeze.
in the rest of her if he's just a private, is a week's Now what did they do for en- ranges for Sita to put the heads the Greentree Stables. Mrs. Whit- ble. Motherly, white-haired, Mrs.
tertainment? They saw the Wash- back in place. And Sita reverses ney, daughter of a former Secre- Clark takes a big interest in If you starch voile curtains
'ay says unless the pay.
ington monument, the Lincoln them, so that Shridaman the un- tary of State (the late John Hay) steeplechasers and won England's lightly, they will keep clean longCase of a Man With $5.20
he would give the
There was Pvt. James Martin Memorial, the Smithsonian mu- satisfactory lover has the stzeng and widow of the sportsman, Grand Nation with Kellboro Jack er and hang better than if not
Salem if she returnstarched. This applies to colored
family, he could of Fort Meade. He arrived in seum, the Zoo, and a sandlot base- body of Nanda and the other way Payne Whitney, is known as in 1933.
for the strange be- town with $5.20 and four other ball game in one of the parks just about.
America's first lady of the turf. The list of women racing at as well as white voiles.
off
the
Mall. Three of them went As the reasonably astute reader She knows and loves horses and Belmont also includes Mrs. E.
ut vows 'tis true.
fellows. They spent $1.25 apiece
for rooms for the night (four of to a movie to see a picture (`Lady already will have suspected, the has owned famous flat racers and Graham Lewis (Elizabeth Arden) Grated cheese can be sprinkled
MAIN STREET: them slept on cots.) They had Eve') that they had heard was heads influence the bodily char- steeplechasers. In her present and Mrs. John D. Hertz, owner of over cooked white squash just belooking lonely these one good meal, with some "fancy funny but which hadn't yet play- acteristics so that Nanda's body string is the two-year-old filly, the 1928 Derby winner Reigh fore it goes to the table. It steps
up the flavor, appearance and visin Street wonders junk we don't get at camp"—cost ed the camp. They caught it at somes to match Shridaman's head Spanish Moss, which recently Count.
Racing has not always been tamin content.
e Cash back from $1.10. They averaged seven beers, a neighborhood house at 25-cent —and the denouement is com- won the $5,000 Fashion Stakes.
pably squired by Al- 70 cents. The rest of it was spent time. At the Zoo, they met and fortably forecast.
Mrs. Whitney, who was second rosy for women owners. Though
. Christine Wood, on taxis, other transportation, talked to two "swell gals" who Dr. Mann expands this little on the list of last year's money they have stacked high as win- Chocolate covered molasses
tephens and prettier hamburgers, cokes, and postcards went sightseeing with them for story to novelette length, and by winners, is gentle, soft-voiced, a ners in the last decade, their sta- chips (candies) chopped or put
in her dark-haired, for the family or girl friend. If an hour and promised to get on his usual means. He drapes it in favorite at the tracks. She breeds bles have not made money. To through the food chopper make
.. Dan Stephens, one fellow went over, he borrow- the camp's dance-date list as soon the involved, often brilliant prose most of her horses at her farm in balance their victories some of crunchy "top spread" for frozen
bile awaiting army ed a quarter or a half from one as possible. One of the "swell for which he is well known; he Lexington, Ky. She is less often them have had some very lean or jellied desserts.
gals" is a junior at Georgetown uses it as a springboard for the seen at the track than she used years.
ing Kat Kevil and
Hot pineapple sauce is delicious
e more than occa- everyday on the job of keeping University—the other is a gov- exploration of passion and its ef- to be, but she still takes keen in- The women owners are famous with hot apple or rhubarb cobSeems
1
musicians
in
shape
.
his
ernment stenographer.
for maintaining beautiful stables bler.
Katherine Hobgood,
fects; he pokes reasonably gentle terest in her horses.
• • •
with paint and blankets in their
up now and de_ Bryant ran into a good propos'. From here on, the trainee week- fun at certain aspects of oriental
failed
to
resist
tion
at
home
and
enders seem to go up or down fi- philosophy and religious habit. I Mrs. Isabel Dodge Sloans, De- own colors, well-kept grounds A pound of chopped meat will
here for her usual
something
besides,
nancially. Some spend a day and cannot honestly say that to me it troit, daughter of the late John and colorful flower beds. Though serve four portions.
I in the Hobgood a summer of
. And Main Street baton shaking ... No blame there' as little as $1.50 seeing Washing- seems deep or a "deep master- Dodge of the motor car company horsemen say some of the women
al of all the other and only hopes he will return ton. Others have dates ($10 to $15 piece." But it is amusing and and owner of the Brookmeade still have a lot to learn, they call Edmonson county farmers have
weekends, the boys tell me) and shrewd.
of summer weather with autumn.
Stables, has had some striking them "graceful winners and good signed a contract for pickles with
a Louisville firm.
go dancing and driving.
successes in a comparatively short losers."
girls away at school
CONGRATULATIONS, Loretta
About half of the visiting draft- Strother Womack, Carter counter period.
Ashley, and Princeton is behind ees I have seen carry cameras and ty, has started a tile drainage
"aesstenosay"mara.
TON PANORAMA: you with best wishes and sincere snap everything from a giggling project on his farm.
title
of
will
bring
the
hopes
you
the
amusement
park
to
lass
in
county people
eets on Saturdays Queen of the Aroma Area home the orang-outang in the Zoo who In Garrard county, electric
... And I receive to us this week-end . . . And to has downed his way to fame by brooders have been installed on
their pleasant, gala Wilson RoUtt's 4-Hers for mark- eating most of his meals with a 40 farms.
as they linger 'round ed success at Floptown's meeting banana peeling for a hat . . . a
hat that slides off frequently, but In Pike county, several farmers
discussing this last week.
t and the general
which he always solemnly re- in every community are keeping
from the sensible, ODD MURAL: Blind old man places before he continues eating. egg records.
that country people being led along Princeton's Main
. Gaily lighted street by thin, scrawny youth afppe, fast assuming flicted with almost total deafness,
e hangout, as meet- stopping with beaming faces to
everyone who enjoys take ice cream offered by sympaS a cramped atmos- thetic passerby . . . And continuJ. W. Quinn, when ing their way radiating a beautial-burdened pream- ful happiness created by act of
Main, is forced to kindness very rare in their drab,
es while townspeo- sordid lives.
Ihs" and "ohs" on
• . Miss Nelle Rose
in slacks, pushing
the way ... Clyde
Square Drug Store,
hors he has one want up and is sure of
OP if rain will just
cargcept the longAnydog.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATOR

GASOLINE
HER! ARE A FEW MORE Of THI
• 10-STAR STORAGE FEATURES

*NEW! Perfected Conditioned Air keeps foods
fresher, longer!
*NEW!Big dry-storage
drawer that's handy for
storing odds and ends!
*NFW! Top shelf that will
hold as many as 11 quart
milk bottles!
*NEW! Sliding shelves of
solid stainless steel!

SEE THE DISPLAY
IN YOUR
DEALER'S STORE

fe-a-tairei- -

awl ;Wall the'7'1
tono hainclay"Big
In this new

* Electric fans help to keep you comfortable in hot weather by
the air constantly . . . which evaporates perspiration
(sweat, to us men) and cools you off.
circulating

* Handsome, sturdy fans in various sizes, made to last many years
with just a little care, are moderately priced. And you can operate
the average size fan hours every day for a whole month—for the
price of two packages of chewing gum!

BUY YOUR ELECTRIC FANS NOW

PAYS FOR ITI
A MONTH

°PULAR
61, YEARS'•

THIS WEEK

* You can work better . . you can rest better . . . you can sleep
better ... you can eat better . . . you can play better—when
you're comfortable.

REDDY KILOWATT, your electrical sormenta

$4ok Delivers

call

glen

ELECTRIC
FANS

_

voiatnity to give
you Instant starts
HIGH
power to breeze
you up the hills
anti-knock to give
velvet smoothness
mileage to give
you savings
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You'll Find That
the Simplest, Easiest, Cheapest Way
To Be Comfortably
Cool This Summer
Is By Using—

Se• tha

IT COSTS LESS TO LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY

CUMMINS
Service Stations

Princeton Lumber Co.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

PHONE 260
•

Thursday, J 111e5.

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Ky.

Bombs Leave Dublin Business Section Darnag
r7rrirrlymmillrmy'r"- r'"'"'
•

Young Catholics
Receiving Training
14 Students Attend
Daily School Which
Concludes Sunday
Ctildren of the Catholic church
here and in the county are receiving daily religious teaching
under tutelage of Catholic Sisters
from Mount St. Joseph, Maple
Mount, Ky. The activity began a
/week ago and will conclude Sunday.
Included in the daily school are
14 children who are being taught
by the Sisters. They are Mary
Xing, Mary Langham, Phillip
lan,gham, Paul Langham, Louise
McConnell, Anna McConnell, Jerome McConnell, Gregory McConnell, Betty Ann McConnell, John
Coley, Eugene Coley, Margaret
Guy and Earl Skees.
The daily schedule for teaching
religion to the young members,
the Sisters said, begins with prayer, includes a morning and afternoon session of catecism study,
singing, and teaching of Bible history.
The Sisters come here annually
In conduct the school for children entering the church.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
J. G. Cothran, Pastor
Sunday School at 9:45; morning
worship at 11, sermon theme:
"Personal Accountability to God";
Baptist Training Union meets at
sermon theme: "Jesus' View of
6:15; evening worship at 7:30,
Sin"; prayer service Wednesday
at 7:30 p.m.
The Vacation Bible School
commencement exercises will be
Friday evening at 7:00. All boys
and girls who enrolled in th
school are urged to be present.
The parents and friends are invited to come with Us for this
service.
f
.a.,
You are invited to come with
......J.
. ...____ ....,.
us in the regular worship services
This is a section of the North Strand, main business section of Dublin, Ireland, %Olio'
.)sfla
of our church. The loyalty and godin an air raid. Thirty persons were known dead in the raid.
(AP Telma)
faithfulness of church members
'Bundles For BritaW
during the summer season is alRoom To Open Monday
ways a very fine evidence of
something that goes deeper than
Misses Martha and Evelyn Ste"Bundles For Britain^
mere friendship and admiration
pgar are spending the week in Paroom will open in
for the pastors of our churches.
the
grandmot
her
rian Church annex
Surely, the vital message of ducah with their
Monday
rs. Guy Martin and Mr. Martin.
noon at 1 o'clock
Christianity is needed in our day
under
vision of Mrs Owen
We must not be careless nor neglectful in imparting this message
will remain open each
a,
to others. Christianity will work,
during the week. Hasp
South Whitney, Ind., were weekPerhaps we need to talk less
ments, for which there 3
d guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. L
about it, and do more of it.
need at present in Br,
ranstaff.
be made. Organizations
• • •
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
today urged women of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome V. Isaac
Chas. P. Brooks, Pastor
to come to the room and
nd son were guests of Mr. and
Bible School opens at 9:45 a.m.
spare time to sewing for
OVIrs. Robert Dalzell last weekThere are classes and departof supplying Britain w '
rend.
ments for everyone. The morning
essities.
• • •
worship service begins at 10:50.
-44.4
Misses Roberta, Nettie, Jr.. and
Communion service every Lord's
Dairy Barn Is
Patsy Dalzell are visiting their
Day. Sermon by the pastor. EveDestroyed By Fire
pgrandparents at Paris this week
ning service at 7:30. This is an
nd next.
A dairy barn on the
evangelistic service with congre• • •
Fred Keeney, near Fa
gational singing with the choir.
Miss Betty Larson (above), of
Mrs. 0. F. Riddle, Louisville, is
was destroyed by fin
Sermon by the minister.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Owen Duluth, Minn., was named "Miss
Thursday night. Origin
ummins, Cherry street.
National Defense" in a contest fire was not determined.
Rodolph Lane Missionary and
• • •
among employes of the various
4 •
Colportor of Caldwell Baptist AsMr. and Mrs. Barney Davis and defense agencies in Washingt
sociation will begin a meeting at
Pete Cavanaugh, radio
on,
Mrs. John Herron and James Her- D. C., judging was
based on poise, at WSAV, Savannah, Ga.,'
Hopson school house Thursday
on were business visitors in Ca- sense of humor,
personality and ing his mother, Mrs. W. E.
night, June 12. The public is coriz Tuesday
attractiveness.
dially invited to attend.
this week.

ersonals

Mr. Billy McElroy, manager of
the Princeton Shoe Store, returnThe body of Lou Gehrig, famed first baseman of the
New York
ed today from St. Louis, where he Yankees, lay on a
funeral director's couch in the rear of the Church
has been to purchase a new line of the Divine Paternity
in New York City following his death from
of spring shoes.
a rare disease.
(AP Telemat)

The Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
preach at Cobb at 11 and 2 o'clock
Sunday and at Cedar Bluff Sunday evening.

To our many friends and relatives, who were so very kind and
helpful to us after the tragic
passing of our loved one, Clyde,
we say sincerely to each of you
"Thank You." May the richest
blessings of our Heavenly Father
be upon each and every one who
assisted us in any way. Each expression of thoughtfulness and
sympathy was greatly appreciated.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Fuller
and Children.

A man struck a match to see if the gasoline tank to his
auto was

A man patted a strange bull dog on the head to see if the
critter
affect

nate.

It wa.sn't.

A man speeded up to see if he could beat the train to the
crossing.

Speculators who bought cheaply the property of distressed Jews
fleeing from Germany will not be
allowed to personally profit by
these transactions, according to
Newsweek. The government will
require the speculators to pay into the Nazi treasury the difference between prices paid to the
Jews and the appraised value of
the properties.
In Seattle a man advertised as
follows: "Neighbors bostile; will
trade silver cornet for revolver or
shotgun." Perhaps if the advertiser would get rid of his cornet
the neighbors would abate their
hostility, thus making firearms
unnecessary for his protection.

- AT LOW PRICES!
Here are the gifts for Dad
on his day. Father's Day is

JUNE 15th

PRINTED RA'fIS
Stripes, checks, plaids and white. He
will be pleased with one of our shirts.
All sizes-14 to 17.

Styles from tiny all
designs to bold, splashy
terns Beautifully w
35 to 38 in. widths.

FANCY PAJAMAS
98c

Suspenders

Coat styles with notched
in blue, tan, green.
lapes.Brodcth

Some in clear
crystal color.

40 in. lengths

49c
Big Brother

A man touched a trolley wire to see if it was charged. It
was.

Matched SHIRTS
s PANTS
Shirts
98c

SHIELD EXPERT HERE
A man cut out his advertising to see if he could save
money. He

H. M. SHEVNAN, widely known
expert of Chicago, will personally
be at Madison Hotel, Madisonville, Tuesday, only, June 10, from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Mr. Shevnan says: The Zoetie
Shield is a tremendous improvement over all former methods,
effecting immediate results. It
will not only hold the rupture
perfectly but increase the circulation, strengthens the weakened
parts, thereby closing the opening
in ten days on the average case,
regardless of heavy lifting, straining or any position the body may
assume no matter the size or location. A nationally known scientific method. No under straps or
cumbersome arrangements and
absolutely no medicines or medical treatments.
Mr. Shevnan will be glad to demonstrate without charge.
Add. 6509 N. Artesion Ave, Chicago. Large ineisional Hernia or
rupture following surgical operaespecially solicited.

tionI

Luscious colors in
ionable fabrics that
make you want to
straight for your se
machine!

Pants

FLOCK DOT VO

Dainty floral dots
to every wearer! \\
colors fast-to-wash
38 in. wide.

$1.29

Sanforized .. . won't shrink more
than
1%. Good looking herringb
one weave.
Full cut and well made with
lots of
style! Nu Suntan, Tex Green,
Postman's
Blue,
Other Matched Sets
Shirts, 79e
Pants, 98c

Sanforized -shrunk
Sanforized - shrunk chambray
, 2-button
Triple stitched for thru
pockets. Blue
Strong, Sturdy

'

Work Socks
• 10c
Long wear, easy fit.

Big Brother shoes
with rubber heel
and rubber composit
ion sole.
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he's now but just a shaver
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—Marie Cronley.
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and Mrs. Shell R. Smith
ounced the engagement
daughter, Lillian, to Dr.
Godfrey Childress, son of
Mrs. W. W. Childress.
edding will take place
morning, June 10, It 10
lathe garden of the Smith
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pular girls, having come
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ord, lii, She is a gradRockford College. Miss
been an active member
us organizations since she
here.
dress, a former Princes a tuberculosis specialist
lands Hospital, Valhalla,
ere he is hospital supert He is a graduate of
High School and well
in Princeton.
aid for the wedding
Suzanne Glander, niece
bride-elect and best man
Arch Walker. The bridesisters, Mrs. Glenn H.
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Ohio, will attend the

son -Turner
and Mrs. W. D. Dawson
lanced the marriage of
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were accompanied by
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- Crawford

RAYON SHARKS

Big Brother

Overalls
$1.10

PUP

White, pastels or dairi:
checks. 39 to
Wonderful for sport

Itarriage of Miss Beatrice
Mr. Willis King Craw
quietly solemnized Fri30, at the home
of the
i. Knoth
at Kuttawa, Ky.
attendants were Mrs.
Brenda, sister of the
aad Mr. Herman
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e
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policeman here, left for Detroit
4.1.101.111.1
Sunday night.
a little fellow
Helen Hopper has returned'
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Hubbard from Bowling Green Business
eyes of amber yellow
have returned from Providence
up,
where they have been residing
unauoyed affection,
student the last year.
since December. For the past two
• • •
human imperfection,
weeks
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hubbard
Mrs. Bruce Henneberger and. Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Gowin
lies just a little body
Chicago,
where
Mr.
have been in
daughter, Florida Diane, and the birth of a seven-pound bo
Hubbard attended a Convention
Charles Allen, Covington, visited on Memorial Day, at the Printup.
of The Order of Railway Conher mother and Charles' grand- ton Hospital. The baby has bet
ductors.
deep,
mother, Mrs. W. H. Burgess, here
coat, all curly
• • •
named Charles Richard.
last week.
pping ears, and squartMr. and Mrs. Richard Jones,
• • •
feet
Alton, Ill., visited Mr. Jones' parMr. and Mrs. Robert Lee Sinit'
. Mr. and Mrs. Al Bryant, Cenmble, as they joyfully
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Jones,
/
2 pour
tral City, have returned to their on the birth of an 81
at
Eddyville, and Mr. and Mrs. Sahome after visiting Mr. and Mrs. baby boy. He has been name
the spacious room, to
lem Jones, Princeton, the past
Clay Wilson here.
Robert Gerald.
t,
week-end.
ies from realms beyond
• • •
street
Mary Elizabeth Robertson is
pydom, and milk, and
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Lala
at . . •
Frapp, Chicago, Ill., this week.
• • •
es just a little tyke
Mrs. W. D. Goodloe, Calhoun,
was the guest of relatives here
is to dog's estate and like
last week-end.
w up,
• • •
e light of deep affection,
Miss Tommie Smith, Louisville, A 4110/7PICTURIZATION
yes of meek reflection,
Afgrfrprii.
was the guest of her sister, Mrs.
of a MIGHTY ADVENTUK log Made a Business of Love ...!
he's now but just a shaver
W. P. Morse, here for two days
last week.
• • •
—Marie Cronley.
Mrs. John J. Coyle, Paducah,
was the guest of relatives hers
Sunday.
• • •
Walter
G.
Coleman has returnd Mrs. Shell R. Smith
ed from Mounds, Ill., where he
ounced the engagement
spent two days last week.
daughter, Lillian, to Dr.
• • •
Godfrey Childress, son of
•
7
. A. Woodall went to MemMrs. W. W. Childress.
,
hisTenn.,
Tuesday to visit his
ding will take place Quilted organza, very sheer, is the stuff of which this romantic black hat is made. The heart-shaped
eld4on, Raymond.
silhouette
is
dear
to the heart of G. Howard Hodge, The designer, who believes a woman should alwith linhert Cummings ,Ttuth Russo'i
morning, June 10, at 10
• • •
the garden of the Smith ways wear hats men admire. Trimmed with a self rosette of sea green taffeta and black organza,
Dr. W. L Cash is in New OrPLUS! SECOND FEATURE!
the Eddyville Road just which means it would blend nicely with a black dress, a green dress, a white dress, a pink dress,
leans this week, visiting his son,
Princeton. The Rev. E. E. or what have you.
Dr. Ralph Cash.
111
astor of the Central Pres• • •
was an active member of the president; Miss Robbie Lou Hob- and Buddy Brown.
Church, will pronounce
Mrs. Frank Cash and Mrsi
Future Farmers Club. He is one good, vice-president; Mrs. Harold
Those not attending who sent
ony.
of Caldwell county's most protnis- McGowan, treasurer, and Miss gifts were Mesdames Guy Ladd, Brucker Noeinger are leaving
mith is one of Princeton's
Saturday for a tour through Cening young farmers.
Archie Dunning, secretary and Brad Lacy, Jim Mitchell, Mason
pular girls, having come
tral and Eastern Kentucky.
Immediately after the wedding treasurer.
Mitchell, J. M. Bond, Marvin Satth her parents 6 years ago
• • •
ceremony the happy young couMrs. Wilson Routt presided terfield, Byron Childress, Hyland
ckford. Ill. She is a gradJProf. James Shrewsbury, elecple left for a tour through the over the meeting,
Mitchell, George Hawkins, Dorris
Rockford College. Miss
tro-physics instructor at. Bolter
northeastern part of the State.
Thomas, Lionel Stroube, Claude
as been an active member
High School for the last two.
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford are at
Jones,
Lindsey
Wells,
Lithe
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years, and is now stationed at St
home to their friends with the
phey, Shell Prince, George Brown
,ere,
AVp$_
Louis in the Army Air Corps,
bridegroom's parents.
Misses
Margaret
Stroube,
Mary
hildress, a former Princevisited friends here last weekend.
_
Lou
and
Tommie
Pickering,
Anis a tuberculosis specialist
— Added —
The Lottie Moon Circle of the Me Tandy, Eliza and Sula Nall, After a few weeks training he
— Added —
lands Hospital, Valhalla,
First Baptist Church met Tuesday and Messrs. Harry Joiner, Sr., will be assigned to duty at some
GENE KUPRA'S
No. 5 "KING OF THE
'here he is hospital supersouthern
base.
evening, June 3, at .the home of Billy Newsom and Thomas Bond.
ORCHESTRA
ROYAL MOUNTED"
• • •
t. He is a graduate of
Char line Prince, for its re^ular
CARTOON — NEWS REEL
CARTOON COMEDY
High School and well
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Allen
Rice and
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick von meeting.
Princeton,
son, James B., Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
The business session was conOlszewski left Monday for Louisaid for the wedding
Harrington
and Mrs. Brucker
ville, where they boarded a plane ducted by the president, Mrs.
Suzanne Olander, niece
Noeinger visited in Central City
for Washington to spend several Paul Dorroh. Miss Elva Cherry
bride-elect and best man
Friday. They also visited in
days as guests of Mr. von Olszew- led the program discussion.
The Missionary Guild of the
Arch Walker. The brideThe hostess served a delicious First Christian Church met in Greenville Saturday, attendi-ng
ski's sister and her husband, CoL
t
sisters, Mrs. Glenn H.
the Strawberry Festival.
Carl R. Shaw, at Fort Belvoir, Va. salad course to the following vis- regular session
• • •
Tuesday evening,
itors
and
members:
Mesdames
Together they Will motor from
; Mrs.
idgew°°d
'NTT.
urleig h, Birmingham,
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Wood, Lou
Fort Belvoir to Staunton Military James Wells, Delmer Shortt,'Ada 7:30, at the home of Mrs. Edwin
d Mrs. M. M. Orlander,
isville ,spent last week-end here.
Academy, Staunton, Va., to at- Pruett, Paul Dorroh, Claudie Kol- Jacob on North Harrison street,
• • •
Ohio, will attend the
tend commencement exercises at tinsky, William Larkins, Clifton with the following members pres,Mrs.
L.
E.
Dick returned from
which Mr. von Olszewski's ne- Wood, John Prn•ice and Misses ent: Mesdames Walter Rodgers,
a visit to relatives in Fulton Sunphew, James Marshall Shaw, will Mary Wilson Baker and Elva Charles Gaddie, Birdie Moore,
day.
Cherry.
be graduated.
• • •
Walter Simon, Birdie Terry, H. C.
The entire party will then proLester, Alton Templeton, Fred
Mrs. Odie Wood is visiting relad Mrs. W. D. Dawson ceed to Poughkeepsie, N. Y., to
Howard, Clifton Pruett, W. B. tives near Hopkinsville this week.
ounced the marriage of attend commencement exercises
• • •
Davis, Glenn Cartwright, D. D.
ughter, Rose Wilma, to at Vassar University, from which
John Keeney, student at Murd Turner, at Clarksville, the niece of Mr. von Olszewski,
Dugan, Edwin Jacob, Atha Slidray State College, visited his parhe Booklovers Club will preSaturday, May 21. The Gloria Martha Shaw, graduates
lins and Rev. Brooks, pastor.
ents here this week.
sent
Miss
Gene
Cash
in
a
recital
Y was pronounced by
this year.
• • •
Miss Atha Stallins, group leader
at the George Coon Library at
. Owen at the ClarksVille!
the
Joyce Farmer has returned
eight o'clock Tuesday evening, No. 1, led the devotional proParsonage.
from school at Blue Mountain.
I
June 10. The public is most cor- gram.
w
were
accompanied by
Miss., for summer vacation here.
dially invited.
The president, Mrs. Clifton
IA Wright and Mr. Shay• • •
—
uisville.
Pruett, conducted the business 3 Hollis Mitchell, student at
Murdaughter
Miss Christine Wood,
ride is a graduate of Butperiod with an entire reorganiza- ray State Teachers College, vish School and was a stu- of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood, and
tion of the Guild, as a result of ited here last week-end.
pencerian College, Louis- senior at Stephens College, Coseveral Guild members going into
BURGESS MEREDITH
Oil she accepted a posi- lumbia, Mo., next year, will leave
Residents of the Rock Springs
Byron Childress, former night
e months ago with WPA June 21, on an alumni organizathe Women's Missionary Society.
Extra!
community
gathered
at
the
home
olivine as stenographer. tion tour with Prof. James Madi- of Mrs. Eli Peters last Monday The Rev. Brooks led in prayer.
THE MARCH OF TIME
urner is a graduate of the son, president of the college. The night for a miscellaneous shower.
presents
Mrs. Glenn Cartwright, viceity of Kentucky and is at tour will include Cincinnati, ChiMrs.
Peters'
home
was
recently
beautiful
canthe
president,
led
employed at a Charles- cago, Milwaukee, Evansville, Lou- destroyed by fire. Many relatives
installation service inAs "Bundles For Britain" activdefense plant. His home isviile, Nashville and various oth- and friends were present for the dlelight
the following officers for
eenville. They will make er cities. She will return in about shower, each presenting gifts, stalling
ity gains momentom here, more
the new year, beginning July 1:
roe in Louisville.
three weeks. Miss Wood was
highly appreciated by the hon- President, Mrs. Alton Templeton; and more projects and undertakchosen for the trip because of her
ings are getting underway.
oree.
vice-president, Mrs. Fred Howthe
during
outstanding work
Last week a garden party was
Refreshments were served to ard; secretary, Mrs. H. C. Lester;
is
18,
Wood,
schOol year. Miss
SPECIAL
given at the home of Mrs. W. C.
the following: The Rev. and Mrs. treasurer, Mrs. Clifton Pruett.
degree.
working toward an A.B.
Sparks, "Hearthstone," and a sum
BARGAIN
W. L. Baker, Mesdames Eli Petarriage of Miss Beatrice
Mrs. Jacob, assisted by Atha
DAYS
d Mr. Willis King Crawers, D. W. Satterfield, Boyd Sat- Stallins, served delicious refresh- of $74 was cleared for the day.
terfield, Paul Conley, Luther Pet- ments. The meeting adjourned to The amount was turned over to
quietly solemnized FriPublic opinion
ers, Lillian Glass, Harry Johnson meet in July with Mrs. Fred the organization treasurer, Mrs.
Y 30, at the home of the
battles m•slical
J. B. Lester, and a $50 check forHerschel Stevens, Mollie Tandy Howard.
J. Knoth at Kuttawa, Ky.
science!
warded
to
headquarters.
The
reBlackburn
ly attendants were Mrs.
Cook
Oliver,
Hugh
1A-0-144
the
he Evitom Club met at
--Wet
mainder was retained at the sewBrenda, sister of the home of Miss Mary Wilson El- Tinsley Drennan, Marion Brown
ing room here for purpose of purlid Mr. Herman Brenda.
dred Wednesday night, May 28, Lee Peters, George Tandy, Robert
Wan! O.
chasing much needed supplies for
Crawford is an attractive for its regular bi-monthly meet- Gilkey, Shell Lewis, Wallace Marmaking of hospital garments.
of Mr. and Mrs. Hoy ing.
tin, Frank Lewis, S. W. Martin,
Wi
Last Friday 15 high school girls
Members of the Merry Maids'
inceton, Route 3. She was
Delicin,punch and cookies J. B. Lewis, Mrs. Bone, Rally
her of the Cobb High were served to the following Gluck, Edward Janes, Robert Club met Tuesday night at the were taught to knit at the home
junior class of 1941. She members and guests: Misses Rob- Crocker; Misses Louise Martin, home of Mrs. John Sims for their of Miss Martha Sevison with Mrs.
active member in al bie Lou and Ruth Hobgood, Mar- Virginia Martin, Mary Lewis, regular meeting. Those present James Walker supervising. The
Christine Wood, Gene girls will each finish an afghan'
awardé tha Harris, Dixie Mae Harris, Ambie Laura Jones, Helen Wells, included
me economics medal for Cleo Ingram, Archie Dunning, Viola Prince, Virginia Satterfield, Cash, Allison Hearne, Ruth Hob- for an English child and then a
Silk
.'
old, LEW AYREcoverlet to be used in R.A.F. hosLionel Berryman
utstanding student in her Gene Cash, Katherine Hobgood, Leona Oliver, Mary Jones, Jua- good, Mabel Johnston, Mrs. James
pitals.
Landis, Mrs. Grayson Harrelson,
LARAINE DAY ig
•
Virginia Morgan, Mable Johnston, nita Tandy, Marie Drennan, Betty
This week, Friday, June 6, Mrs.
rawford is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Elder, Mrs. Har- and Virginia Nell Lewis, Sue Gil- Mrs. Wilson Routt, Dixie Mae
James
Stegar
will
make a radio
s. William Crawford, old McGowan, Mrs. Robert Gayle key, Mary Ruth and Joe Peters, Harris and Ann Collier. The club
address in the interest of "Bunn. Route 3. He was • Pettit, and Mr. Wilson Routt.
1 Marie and Alice Lee Conley, discussed plans for a program to
sponsored here by the Maids dles .for Britain" over station
of the graduating class
Officers elected for the coming, Lucy Hopson, and Messrs. J. B. be
WHOP, Hopkinsville.
at Cobb High School and year were: Miss Cleo Ingram, Lewis, I. Z. Lewis, R. B. Tandy soon.
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UM BOLT

Lottie Moon Circle
Met With Miss Prince

Olszewskis To Attend
College E"fercises

Missionary Guild Met
With Mrs. Jacob

TED BA

15cyt
from tiny
s to bold, up
. Beautifully
36 in. widths.

SUNDAY & MONDAY
It's LOVE
... with a
LAUGH!..

On - Turner

Miss Cash Will
Giv
iano Recital

Christine Wood To
Make College Four

Poi‘0

19cti
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wide.

Mrs. Peters Given
Shower Monday

New Efforts Made
For British Relief

CRISIS IN
THE ATLANTIC

- Crawford

15c ;lir-Fors Adventure!

Miss Cleo Ingram
New Club Head

Merry Maids Meet
With Mrs. Sims
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Bad Diet Blamed
:or Poor Health

Price Control In
Consumers' Hands

State Produces Plenty
Food But People Eat
Improperly

Economics Le ader
'Pelts How Public
Can Help In Crisis

Trigg county farmers cooperatOne hundred and
ing with County Agent Thomas
members in Bell
W. Morgan in a planning project
county
105 acres of
will Indicate how they now are
hybrid
farming and how they would like
seed furnished by
to farm. A map will show the
gion Posts and
Kiaand
present farm lay-out; another
Lary Clubs. The con
map the arrangement desired by
tested on upland, loyal,
America as a whole—and Kr- the owner.
and rich land.
A price rise in consumer goods,
tucky in particular--is literally a
A rumniage sole b
working hardship on everyone,
land "flowing with milk and
for the 4-11 band
a
part be prevented by
in
may
county. A quilt
honey." Yet according to home
made by
united action, according to Miss of band
economists at the University of
members ohs
Alice Morrison of the University profit of $20.
The band
Kentucky, despite the rich supof Kentucky home economics de- about $100 in
Its treasury
ply, most people don't drink the
parUnent.
Wolfe
county boys ei
milk, and use the honey only in
In view of repeated statements made beds
a refined sugar form. The result
from Miss Harriet Elliott, con- plant beds, similar to
in which tbey
is ill-health that clearly is presumer representative on the de- tomato,
cabbage, pew*,
ventable.
fense commission, and others to er seeds to
Calling attention to the fact
produce p
government clearly wishes to
larger home gardens.
that almost a third of the army
prevent inflationary prices, point- members
plan to make e
draftees so far examined have
Pointing out that "the first obed out the home economist. To the Robinson
been turned down because of ligation of college students is to
Harvest P
succeed in this purpose, the coSeventy-five
physical defects, in 43 percent of
Harlan
fit themselves for the highest
operation of oonsumers must be club
members transpla:.•
the cases due to bad nutrition, Dr.
obtained.
strawberry plants fish:
Statie Erikson, chairman of the type of service" in the national
They may help in the following the
Kentucky Nutrition Committee, emergency, John W. Studebaker.
Harlan Kiwanis
ways:
commissio
U.
S.
ner
education,
of
started grapes, blackb.has called for "a great drive in
By slowing-down on all unnec- senberries
has written an urgent letter to
Kentucky to make all our 3/
arid lugan
1
2
essary buying.
millions of people strong, vigor- Acting President Thos. P. Cooper
Charles Hopkins, p:.
increase in
any
putting
By
of
University
the
Kentucky,
of
as
ous and alert."
the McCracken Counyt
profits from farm products into cil,
Much ill-health can be reme- well as to all other university and
started with 225 ch..
savsafe
other
bonds
defense
or
college
preridents
indicating
,
necdied by proper and adequate food
spring and raised 21:.:
spending
it.
than
rather
ings,
essity
students
for
who
taking
are
the State nutrition leader deAfter deducting all
By systematically buying less them
clares, Not all financially well- courses closely related to the deat a profit of $4i,
without
products,
getexpensive
fense
industry
"stick
to
to their
Survivors of the German battleship Bismarck, shelled
to-do are as healthy as they
were brooded by elect
and sunk by the British in an sea battle,
necessari
ly—
guns."
quality
poorer
ting
arrived at an undisclosed British port. A British
might be, nor is ill-health conguard, with bayoneted gun, stood by. This photo
The letter has to do with tenby astute buying, in other words. a consumer group has h...
was sent from London to New York via cable.)
fined to the poor though they
(Associate
d
Press
Telemat)
dency
of students to drop out of
With millions of Americans ing several hours weep
suffer most. For the last 60 years
point out to students that "it
serving in the army or on defense sider ways of meeting
changes in American food habits school instead of completing their
projects, the ability to produce lem, and how to give h
have led to steady decline in college curricula. "It should be would be a mistake for a student
normal consumer goods is lessen- adequate diets with
health. Unfortunately, figures in- said," stated the letter, "that the who is competent to complete a
ed. Taken with higher wages and increased costs. "Only
dicate that food habits today are demand of industry for fully full college course which is closeRobert St. John, Associated
A big increase in poultry pro- profits, severe "competition" in can prevent prices go.
worse than they were during trained professional personnel in ly related to defense to drop out
all fields related to national de- of that course and complete some Press war correspond
1914-18.
ent, who duction has been planned in Jack- buying might force prices up be- —the government's d:
yond ability of lower income can be rendered use.
Enriched bread, or whole wheat fense is already greater than the short course in order to engage in was wounded in the leg
in Greece son county, in response to Govgroups to buy needed goods, Miss advised buying practh:.
bread, eggs and milk are part of supply and the need for these Industrial meployment at less recently, attempted
ernment stabilization of prices.
to
resign
in
the solution, points out Dr. Erik- fully trained men is going to be than full professional level. They Cairo because
part of the public," cr.:
Butler county 4-Hers went to Morrison added.
he was incapacitatshould not give up the chance to ed, but Kent
son, adding that these foods are greater with passing years."
At the University of Kentucky home economist.
Bowling
Cooper,
Green to see the chamAP
general
The Commissioner of Education prepare for their unique
readily available in Kentucky beservice manager, refused to accept his pion steer "Sargo" while he was
cause it is an agricultural state. then urges President Cooper to in order to render a service on a resignation, according
to the AP on tour.
level
Then everyone should see that all G—is
which can be rendered by house organ.
responsible for much bad
So many requests for hybrid
a much larger number of men
the vitamins are present in the health
The story, an illuminating com- seed corn were received by dealnow forming problem in
and women."
day's diet in plentiful supply. Lack national
mentary on a war correspondent's ers in Spencer county that supdefense. This CAN be
President Cooper further stated, life, is told
of adequate vitamins—A through overcome.
in the following ex- plies were exhausted.
commenting on Mr. Studebaker's change of
cablegrams:
More than 100 wool sacks have
letter, that he wished to impress
St. John to "Kenper" (Kent been distributed for cooperative
on students graduating from high Cooper):
sale of wood in Boyle county.
school this year the necessity for
"NERVES SHOT LEG WOUND
H. M. Hensley, Leslie county,
those who are especially equipped BOTHERI
NG HEALTH UNDER- furnished seed corn to 4-H Club
DOS
for a higher education to go on MINED
RESULTS MONTHS 24 members taking the corn growing
CATCHER
to college. "Thus, in many in- HOUR
GRIND THEN 4 WEEKS project.
stances, they may best.serve their FLIGHT.
DOCTOR SUGGESTS
Five hundred acres of peas,
country's needs by preparing RETURN
AMERICA IMMEDI- planted in Fulton county for canthemselves in those fields that re- ATELY
THEREFORE RESPECT- ning purposes, suffered injury
quire additional trained men."
FULLY SUBMIT RESIGNATION from plant lice.
PLANNING CATCH FIRST AVJ. T. McQuady, Ballard county,
AILABLE TRANSPORTATION." turned under vetch on his
Boys Stumble On
tobacco
"Kenper" to St. John:
Archeological Find
land for the third year.
"UNACCEPT RESIGNATION
Meadow fescue has been seeded
Bear Mountain, N. Y. ifP)-1. Nourishing — appeSYMPATHIZE DEEPLY THOR- experimentally on fertile
tizing —refreshing.
land, on
Twelve-year-old Bob Scott and a OUGHLY
UNDERSTAND GLAD- the farm of John Q. Stone in Da2. Made from the juke
pal discovered a cave. Inside
LY APPROVE RETURN SAL- viess county.
of real fruits.
were pieces of Indian pottery and
3. A food as well as a
ARY CONTINUING AND CAN
Thirty-five Todd county 4-Hers
ceremonial objects including a WE
beverage.
HELP YOU AND MRS. ST. are feeding baby
beeves, now
4. No preservatives —
peace pipe.
JOHN WITH TRANSPORTA- ranging in
carbonation.
no
weight
from 400
James D. Burrgraf, archeologist
TION OR ANY OTHER POSSI- pounds downward
5. Healthful — a good
.
at Bear Mountain museum resource
of Vitamin C.
BLE WAY AS RECOMPENSE
ported the relics dated from the
YOUR MAGNIFICENT SERVICE
BOTTLE
Algoquin 'period, preceding the
AFFECTIONATE REGARDS."
C CARTON 25
Iroquoian period, and were the
(pies doposit)
most important Indian discovery
in years.
Farmers in Mason county, Ky.,
are more than meeting the reSERVELElectroluzstayssilent
because it has no moving parts
Members of 4-H Clubs in Ken- quest of the government for
in its freezing system. It lasts
tucky have an important part in greater food production. A checklonger for the same reason ...
national defense, says J. W. up made by County Agent W. B.
and its operating cost remains
ELECTOOLUX
Whitehouse, State club leader. Collins found farmers planning a
low year after year also beLast
year, 2,136 club members 25 percent increase in poultry, 30
cause of its basically different
ICONOMICAL FAMILY
had gardens. This year, he ex- ;;ercent increase in milk producprinciple of operation. More
SIZE MOTTLE 15e
and more people, who've used
pects at least twice that number tion, 40 percent increase in garden products and 25 percent inother makes, are changing to
to have spring and fall gardens.
Servel.
Capital Stock Co. Insurance
Kentucky 4-H Club girls in crease in potato growing. A cow
1940 canned 104,448 quarts of production club is under considis safe and reliable.
fruits and vegetables. This year eration, in cooperation with the
•
they have been asked to can at Carnation Milk Company and the
Over Penney's
KENT('
MADISONVILLE
least 25 percent more food. Many Maysville Rotary Club.
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 513 county nutrition
committees include a 4-H boy or girl.

Students Urged
To Train Well

Nation Needs College
Graduates In Defense Emergency

Wounded Reporter
Returning To U. S.

Among The
County Agents

WHEN YOU'RE
THIRSTY

REAL FRUIT BEVERAGE,

4-H'ers Help In
National Defense

5 six

-Mason Farmers To
Produce More Food
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Gus Kortrecht, Agt.
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Insurance
Fire and Auto
•

Liberal 10-Year Guarantee

Defense

. C. MILK COMPA

Western Kentucky Gas. Co.

BEFORE YOU BUY - We
LOOK AT ALL THREE

is consider
iseretsts, th

eisailerwe *au tO

FIRST AN
Sou-dines to

end it is co
ads ceosati
elrawal

WO

111E

Buying a new refrig•rat
or is an important
matter. You'll have to live
with your choice
for years to corne.
Got the facts about all
three types - gas - ICE •lectric - and then
choose.

X-TRAS

to

match

this 194 I

Viiesiai•a ice refrigerator
in sheer food
keeping ability. W.
challenge you to match
its economy - its
freedom from trouble.

D-X la.differmat irves. Arclicarre gasoline
because it
provides upper-cylinder lubrication to
valves, pistons,
rings and upper-cylinder walls. In
addition, D-X
gives higher anti-knock,extra speed, power
and mileage. Yet, D-X costs you no extra! Try a tankful
on a
Money-Back Guarantee—at any Diamond D-X station.
M1D-CONTTNENT PETROLEUM CORPoltAllON

444404•••tpoo

new freight
service so f
knproven-ri

We challeng• you

+, 71s~ •te knisina4 tyVen.secred

of

strops from

ONLY ONE DX *

Made from selected
paraffin ban crudes,
Diamond 760 is the pioneer
heat-resisting Ilubrieene.
in addisiop, Diamond 760 is
solvent T.ro.cessed. There'll no
finer motor oil at any prise!
NO 111111111K-011I1 NO IIIAII-DOWNI

NO SLUDGING!

This amazing new ice
refrigerator
is available on easy
terms at sensational low cost— Se.
it today.
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Ike followl
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"nONAL

FOODS NEED THE PROTECTION
OF MEI TING ICE

ur.sda , J uue 5 1
Kentucky 4TH
Club News
One hundred and t
members M. Bell count
105 acres of
hybrid eL
seed furnished by
--'
ion Posts and
kiw4illealib,
lazy Clubs. The eor-1.1
tested on upland,
lo and
nd rich land.
A rummage
sale brotwo
or the 4-H
band '
only. A quilt
madelty
f band
members ret
rofit of $20. The
band no
bout $100 in Its treas ry
Wolfe county boyilind
u
ade beds similar to
lant beds, in which
they
mato, cabbage, pepper
✓ seeds to
produce pl
arger home gardens. M ,
all
embers plan to make e
e Robinson
Harvest ;hi
Seventy-five Hari& nelki
lub members
transplanted
trawberry plants furnish
e Harlan Kiwanis
Club.
arted grapes,
blackberri
nberries and logan rasp"
'
Charles Hopkins,
presid
e McCracken
Counyt9-II
il, started with 225
ctucke
ring and raised 213
of
fter deducting all costa
he
em at a profit of $46,6g.
ere brooded by
electricity
consumer group has been
g several hours weekly to
der ways of me6ting the
m, and how to give the
equate diets without
creased costs. "Only co
n prevent prices going
the government's direct
n be rendered useless b
vised buying practices
rt of the public," conclud
me economist.
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Boat's Screw Decapitates Big
Catfish, Says Frankfort Fish Story

Million Dollar Blaze Sweeps Indiana Flour Mill

Suddenly their attention was
(By James J. Gilpin)
attracted to the rear. Something
Frankfort, Ky., June 2—Many I
had popped to the surface of the
methods of catching fish in the river and upon examination it
waters of Kentucky have been was found to be the body of a
used by anglers but that related spoon - bill -'catfish (paddle"
The head was missrecently by Floran Ckism, Frank- shovelbill).
surmised that the
fort county, to James J. Gilpin, ing and it was
cleanly cut the
director of publicity for the Divi- propellor had
body in exactly
sion of Game and Fish, tops them head from the
the same spot the angler would
all.
were dressing the
This is the story: Chism was do the job if he
purposes. The two
riding on the Kentucky river fish for eating
fish home and upon
near Frankfort in his 18-foot boat men took the
that it tipped
found
it
weighing
drivmotor
er
10-horsepow
a
with
pounds. Fisher15
of
scales
the
15
and
between
at
ing it along
helia dresses approx20 miles an hour. Seibert Moore men say the
so that would have
off
¼
imately
of
end
front
in
the
was stationed
of the spoonweight
the
brought
and
drift
for
the boat looking out
bill up to the proximity of 20
submerged logs.
it struck the propAll was well unttl suddenly it pounds before
outboard motor.
seemed the motor had struck a eller of the
The Game and Fish laws state
large log. The pin was sheared
pole and line fishing is
and the motor quit. The boat that only
in the Navigable
came to a stop and Chum asked permitted
during the month of May.
Moore if he had gone to sleep streams
men violate that law
and missed seeing a big log Did these
their fish with the
Moore replied that as far as he by catching
r of an outboard motor?
could see the path had been clear. propelle

ic Values To Be
f I Undisturbed;
ving 'Frees Not
He Cut
June 3—The Ken.
has
Division of Forestry
timber
first important
the Kentucky Ridge
made and cutting
been
ha
within a few days. The
Barboursville,
Amber Co.,
'
taccessful bidder for apmillion board
tell' one
dazed hardwoods in the
areacovers
Bear Creek area
2
/
op acres, and contains 21
hoard feet of merchantwhet Only those trees
toe stopped growing apiy, or are defective or dishealwill be removed. All
which are still growing
will be left to restock the
ansod ia about 20 years
timber can be
al! of'nature
Scienic values will bealieft
bed by leaving all trees
roads or trails, and no timell be cut from areas set
.
for recreational purposes
survey has been eomwhich shows how much
of each species is on the
forest, and how fast it is
From these figures a
at plan is being preto show how much timber
harvested each year withtry to the forest. No more
ie cut than can grow in an

Scholarships For
4 U. K. Students

Roller M111, Lawrenceburg, Ind., defying firemen of a dozen
Flames swept the six-foot plant and warehouse of the L,awren ceburg
in Indiana estimated the loss of $1,000,000 or more.
factory
flour
largest
this
of
officials
and
Firemen
ies.
Indiana and Ohio communit
also were destroyed on nearby tracks.
laden,
coal
some
,
gondolas
coal
rail
of
Scores
right.
A portion of a collapsed shed is at
(Associated Press Telemat)

steep, dusty side and may be
10 pounds to the acre.
of Agriculture, which has leased
by the continued passage
when the worms start crushed
Later,
y
Kentuck
the
it for 15 years to
of the log or keg, or they may be
bait should
ran
,
poison-b
marching
sprayed with kerosene.
Department of Conservation. In
be scattered in the field where
Weather conditions in Kentucky
its administration the State is fole they are feeding and the area Colorful Finance
lowing the snultiple use principle. this spring have been favorabl
year.
development of army across their line of march.
the
various
for
the
all
that
means
This
received
money
of the
Where the worms are advancVichy ()—A new 500 franc
as timber, worms. A survey made by the
the sale will be used to hire forest resources such
Entomology at the ing from one field to another, note to be issued by the Bank Of
of
ent
and
Departm
game
n,
protectio
d
sale
watershe
the
labor to improve
values, will Agricultural Experiment Station they may be stopped by making France will carry the date of the
slier completion of the log- fish, and recreation
the at Lexinfton revealed the pres- deep furrows in front of their
invention of the alphabet, the
operations. All cutting and be so managed as to obtain
each ence of small wormiin grass and lineal advance and dragging a
will be done under super- maximum benefits from
and bank announces. The bill is to be
back
of
water
or
keg
log
section.
s
Bluegras
the
others.
in
grain
the
to
t
without detrimen
of a trained forester.
Prof. W. A. Price suggests that forth in the furrow until a fine colored mauve, yellow and green.
Kentucky Ridge Forest,
burley, wheat, rye and grass dust has been worked up. The The old 500-franc note, in pale
in Bell county, contains Two Princeton Students
fields be examined. If present, worms tumbling into this furrow blue on white paper, was the
tely 12,000 acres. It is On College Honor ?toll
army worms will be found in low will be unable to crawl up the least colorful of French bills.
by the U. S. Department
Betsy Anne Anderson, daugh- in the field and where plant —
millM11•11=1111•0
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Claude An- growth is rank or where the grain
derson, and Dorothy White, has fallen clown and lodged.
2 to
1
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Shell Small worms, ranging from /
White, were included in 540 stu- 1 inch in length, will be found
day
dents honored at scholarship
feeding on leaves near the base
,
at Murray State College Tuesday of the plants.
May 20. They were listed on the
If worms are found, the inStandard Old Line Corncollege honor roll for the last se- fested area should be treated imgrade
a
Safety for Your
mester, which requires
mediately wiht poisoned bran
and Peace of Mind
standing of 2.2.
bait made by mixing, while dry,
25 pounds of wheat bran and 1
Yourself.
Optimism
pound of Paris green or white
arsentic and adding enough waCushing, Okla.()—Mrs. Char2 gallons, to
/
ter, usually 2 to 21
a
on
tire
flat
a
had
les Foster
Phone 25
15 make a stiff mash. This bait
stopped
She
.
highway
nearby
afterPrinceton, Ky.
carry- should be broadcast in late
cars before she found one
or evening at the rate of
noon
use._
for
n
conditio
ing a jack in

Army Worms Come
With Dry Weather

Selection of four students at
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture and Home Economics to receive summer scholarships from the Danforth Foundation has been announced by
Dean Thomas P. Cooper. The

Fight On Time
Peiping, North China (111—It is
against (Japanese) law to be on
time in Peiping, Japanese police
making a house/to-house search
of the city smashed all clocks and
watches which were found to be
keeping Peiping standard time
instead of the new Japanese time.
New time coincides with Tokyo
time.

two juniors are Jewell Colliver,
Alarm Clock
Owingsville, and Genevieve Gee,
Dynasty Seen
two
Grayr,on, who will receive
Pittsburg, Kaa. (11)—The weary
weeks of leadership training at
of a Pittsburg neighborresidents
in
St. Louis and two weeks camp
beginning to believe
are
hood
Michigan. The freshmen, who
families miswill have two weeks at the camp that in woodpecker
are Robert Needham, Marrow- sions-in-life are handled down
bone, Ky., and Charline Lisanby from father to son.
At 7 a.m, nearly every day a
of Lexington. In sending the
freshman boy, the university woodpecker alights on one parBlock and Birdie club cooperated ticular roof and unsheaths his bill
in sharing expenses, and in send- against a metal sidge pole. It has
ing the freshman girl, two home been going on for so many years
economics organizations, Phil Up- that the late sleeping residents
silon Omicron and the Home Eco- just can't believe it has been a
one-woodpecker project.
nomics club, assisted.

DEPENDABLE
NSURANCE
Al FRUIT BEVERAGE!

LOOK! -- Just Think!

hn E. Young,Agt

Defense Costly to Railroads, Too
progress
of our national defense
One of the requirements
demand
the
if
run,
transportation. In the long
Is considerably increased rail
; but
railroads
the
for
increased net earnings
persists, that MAY mean
expand
to
ures
expendit
cells for increased
FIRST AND FOREMOST it
traffic.
facilities to handle the rise in
is hard to predict,
the total defense demand
of
The extent
developments
untimely
imexpected and ofien
and It is complicated by such
the withstrikes,
from
production resulting
as ceseations and Increases in
naovirtg
of
necessity
the
coastwise trade and
drawal of ocean carrier* from
harvest time.
crops from storage right at
100,000
adding approidmately
n
America railroads are
745 la
placed
has
alone
The Illinois Centred
new freight cars this year.
and allied
These
order.
on
has 2,515 more
service so far this year and
be provided BEFORE
and that money milk
money,
Improvements run into
renu-ns chance to earn any
the added investment has
Central may be seen Ia
Illinois
What that means to the
this railroad netted from
four months of 1941,
the following: For the first
however, it undertook
In the same period,
its operations $3,484,988.
had te be borrowed.
$17,254,307, part of which
Improvements costing
FOR NAwill spend to the limit
The Illinois Central
take their turn.
expenditures will have to
TIONAL DEFENSE. Other

YOU CAN

1R-CONDITION

Your BEDROOM For
$4250

Your PLACE of BUSINESS for
$50000
••••IAMINA• 11101•10.1ivilki, ro

We have just contracted for

U.S. AIR CONDITIONING CORP'S.
full line.
Call us for full particulars and demonstrations.
We will have two units on display in our show-room
in a week or 10 days.

Mitchell Bros.
PLUMBING & HEATING

PHONE 265-W

Council Agrees To
Protect Festival
From Carnivals

You Gotta Tell

Second Plea By Leading Citizens Brings
Desired Ban On
Traveling Shows
Princeton's city council saw the
light at Monday night's meeting
and, reversing its previous stand,
voted to keep carnivals out of
town from August 15 to September 1, in compliance with a request of Dr. C. F. Engelhardt,
this year's president of the Tobacco Festival, that the community project be given a clear field
during its three scheduled days,
August 28, 29 and 30.
Dr. Engelhardt, backed by
County Agent J. F. Graham and
T. J. Simmons, last year's Festival head, appeared before the
council again and this time, won
the cooperation sought.
The municipal body deferred
action E week ago on the request
An amphibian machine returns tosiand with Inspecting army officers after "a spin in the swift
of Dr. F. C. Engelltardt to refuse
Niagara Rive r at Buffalo, N. Y.Roger W. Hofheins, the inventor, has offered the land-water craft
any itinerant shows privilege of
to the army as a reconnaisance car.
(Associated Press Telemat)
sliowing here for 15 days prior to
the Tobacco Festival.
College Of Agriculture To
3. F. Graham, T. J. Simmons Award 15 Scholarships
explained why Festival leaders
(Continued from Page I)
deemed barring of carnivals necThe College of Agriculture and
_essary to the celebration's finan- Home Economics, Lexington, will
well on their cars, and to hold
cial success.
award 15 scholarships in agriculpatriotic exercises, plan Flag paMr. Graham said carnivals
would tend to injure the Festi- ture to young farmers with good rades and do other suitable things
al's attractions by tiring the peo- high school records who plan to as a public expression of our love
ple and would be otherwise in- enter the College of Agriculture
of our Country, our allegiance to
jurious because a conflicts with in 1941-42 and need financial asits Glorious Banner and our bethe Festival program.
sistance the freshman year. Closlief in the institutions of AmeriMr. Simmons said expense of
ing date for application for the
putting the Festival on ran close
can Democracy.
to $1,000 a day and to offer scholarships is June 30. Young
IN WITNESS THEREOF I have
Princeton the best form of enter- Caldwell farmers who have comhereunto set my hand and caused
tain' 'rent and get it paid for, no pleted high school are eligible.
the seal of the City of Princeton,
outside shows should be tolerKy., to be affixed this 4th day of
ated. He said the Festival had
Mrs. Freddie Stallins has reJune in the year of our Lord
always been put on without as- turned after
visiting her parents Nineteen Hundred and Forty-one.
mssinent of menclaants or dependat Kuttawa. Her father has been
L. C. LISMAN,
"flee upon donations of any kind
Mayor, Princeton, Ky.
and leaders would like for that ill the last few weeks but is imio be done this year, but to do proving.
Herman Lee Stephens, Caldwell
so, he explained, full cooperation
essential.
County Tax Commissioner, is atfrom the city, as well as other
Mayor Lisman was absent from tending a school for County
Tax
organizations here in matters the meeting
because of illness. Commissioners in Lexington this
larch as the carnival question, is J.
President Roosevelt accepted
H. Watson presided.
week.
the request of Chief Justice CharlimEreamaamiae&e He
les Evans Hughes (above) that
he be permitted to retire from the
Supreme Court July 1.
A

City To Celebrate

a
a
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How easy it would be to supply your table.
The Red Front Stores are making it easy
for thousands of customers to supply their
needs by making their money fo further.
More for yot.N money all the time.
lllllstmon,amounonsnom.lllll ttlllllrun lllll1111.1100011,1

•
Grapefruit Juice
11c
Tissue
4 25c
Pimentos
4 ra'n 05c lk
Jar RubberMason
s ,R,::iiEt;st
Jar Caps
Quart Jars

Cocoarnut

Lb.19c
Cakes
Sugar
Cookies
Lb. 10c
•
• •
Rice KrispiesKellogg' pbg.11c
orn Flakes
09c
Soap 'LlaZee..... 2 09c
Potted Meat v. 23 10c
Asparagus
05c I Pineapple
Pink Salmon
Mot.

her's

Cakes

cans

Brook's Tobasco

PmolsitAicssD
Chiefs
S

Defense

er And Rhea,
null M e e tHatchet At
gton
Unndaerweraoodid and
ten

CLASSIFIED ADS
Effective now, all classifed ads
must be paid for when ordered,
except in cases of business firms
having regular advertising accounts with The Leader. There
will be no deviation from this
rule.
MALE HELP WANTES —Good
Watkins route open now ' in
Princeton. No car or experience
necessary; Watkins Company
largest and best known and products easiest sold; usual earnings
$20 to $3 a week. Write J. R.
Watkins Company, 70-72 W. Iowa
Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
ltf
FOR SALE—One used Prograss
Ice Refrigerator, good as new and
one used electric refrigerator.—
McConnell Electric Co., Phone 36.
FOR SALE — That good thick
buttermilk at 20c per gallon.—
Princeton Cream and Butter Co.

Itingto
pguocratic

State

besides politics atdid f
attention of Kentucky I
leaders during the
Johnson was crovratwtth
Mountain Laurel queen
Gene Tierney, New York society girl who has
actress, and Count Oleg Cassini, Washington, D. become
C., dress
smile their happiness after their surprise
marriage in
Nev. They eloped by plane from Hollywood.
Cassini wet
wed to Merry Fahrney, patent medicine heiress.
(AP 7,
Mr and Mrs. W. L. Orange and until he receives
an;
children have retuvned to Cape
•.
Giradeau, Mo., after a visit to
Christine Wood, it
friends and relatives here last Stephens College,
Col
week.
has returned to spend
• • •
mer months with her p
Dan Stephens has returned here and Mrs. C.
M. Wood.
from Florida where he has been
• • •
attending college. Mr. Stephens
Edwin Lamb, student
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. George versity of Louisville,
has
Stephens, Shephardsville Street, to visit his parents,
Mt
and will remain with his parents, M. U. Lamb,
Eddyvilk

FOR RENT —Four-room house,
one block behind Shirt Factory;
nicely furnished; also lights, water, bath; will rent unfurnished;
one acre in garden cultivation
with house at reasonable price.—
Mrs. J. F. Wells, 822 Mechanic St.

bridges and participatf
ceremonies at1 inds
To
es closing
lit berian
StawtehTereeacDhre.r811C. oLll.egDOe
his
ceeptUnlto actli
bseionprges,inidg.esotof
e;sane
Kentucky, is packing . th
of
tur1
.—
pices
governor will
seek the
banquet of
at the alumni
Don' nay, at which Dr.
make one of his first
since accepting the
and then will go to
Kteontuaettkeyndprtehsse
'
et thvee
of which he is a fornt
'Highway Commissioner J.
dson was taking part
tre College reunions, as ,

SenasProrkeA, B. Chandler

forth
are
magn
worth
only
to see
the w
addln
mosP

lowed
the d

ritai

' g up a visit at home iind
ring to go to Virginia
tribute to Senator Carter , even
who is to be honored at high

BARGAIN in old newspapers for
quick disposal-3 bundles, liberal l
size, 10 cents.—Leader Office.

administration leaders
ring out the spawning,
ys
ig
ce Herrington lake and 7a
entertaining some of ing c
of National Democratic the
Edward J. Flynn, of pie
York, who made hurried
AZ
there
fish for a day.
mark
t Trend Noted
important reports from' to all
led "rumor factory" river

WIFE WANTED — Young, energetic farmer, 28 years old, wants
a wife. If interested, write and
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Wahlfield
send photo, Simon Daniel, Cobb,
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jackson,
Ky., Route 1.
ltpd
Peoria, Ill., were the guests of
Mrs. Wahlfield's parents, Mr. and FOR SALE —All kinds USED
Mrs. C. S. Collier and family, last .TRACTORS and FARM IMPLEweek-end.
MENTS at prices to cave you
money.—The Salter Morgan Co.,
Joe Matteycci, of Eureka, Cal., Vincennes, Ind., Rt. 41
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The other day • merchant
in a nearby town saw a farmer
receiving goods at the station
from a mail order house. The
goods were in his line, and the
same he had carried in his
store for years.
He approached the farmer
and said: "I could have sold
you every article you have
there for less money than the
Chicago house and saved you
the freight besides."
"Then why on earth didn't
you say so?" answered the
farmer. "I have taken the
local paper for years and have
never seen a line about you
selling these goods. The Chicago house sent advertising
matter to me asking for my
trade and they got it"—Big
Sandy News.
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Comfort in a summer suit
once meant a sacri
in smartness and a
high upkeep in cleaning and la
dering bills. But not any
more! Curlee Tropicals
solved the problem. These
light weight worsteds. f
turing the season's newest
and smartest patterns,
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Fresh & Cured Meats --- Fresh Fruits & Vegetables

Pork Chops C:l.f.rin
L LoinSinal:
'b 21c I
or
Pork loin Roast
19c i
Pork liver
12k
Sliced Bacon
1 121c
Lb.

Apples
6 25c
Oranges :1:::
18c
Sweet Potatoes '111 7 Lb 04c
New Cabbage 3 Pounds 10c
Pounds
Dm
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FRESH FRUIT... FRESH VEGETABLES ... FRESH MEATS
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Then Bring Your Prescription
To Wood's ...

smartly styled and expertly
tailored. They're cool
comfortable but, at the same time, these fabrics
their shape and stand
summer
up under hard

. . . can never be itemized in the family
budget • ..
However, one sure way of keeping the
cost from
mounting all at once is to cionsult your
physician periodically—Prescriptions /pled at Wood's
are sure to
pay dividends in happinesgi I

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

The Druggist On The Square
Phone 611
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Our stock of Cut-lee
Suits for the Spring and S
mer season is
COMPLETE, offering a wide range
models, styles, and
sizes—all moderately priced.
in and see them.
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